
RESEARCH PAPER BIBLIOGRAPHY APA

How to write a bibliography using APA Reference List Format.

Other APA formatting number rules to keep in mind: Always include a zero before a decimal point 0. You
might want to also check out his guide on parenthetical citing. By quickly glancing through your working
bibliography, you will be able to get a better idea of which sources will be the most appropriate to support
your thesis and main points. Not only is this step helpful in determining which sources to ultimately use in
your paper, but also, your instructor may require it as part of the assignment so he or she can assess your
thought process and understanding of your topic. In The new encyclopedia britannica Vol. If a periodical
includes a volume number, italicize it and then give the page range in regular type without "pp. If the issue
begins on page 1, include the issue number in parentheses. Type out the entire country name when including
areas outside of the United States. Lightning injures four at music festival. Email Address There was an error.
The name of the school or institution Follow the directions for the running head and page number in the
section above. It focuses on the author of the cited source material, in order to help the reader place him or her
in the appropriate historical and philosophical context. MLA format is typically used by those writing in the
liberal arts or humanities community. For an encyclopedia: Encyclopedia Title, Edition Date. The safety of
genetically modified food crops. For all other pages in the project, only include the title in capital letters.
Culture shopping. For psychology majors, it can be helpful to save any bibliographies you have written over
the course of your studies so that you can refer back to them later when studying for exams or writing papers
for other psychology courses. Big little lies. Title of article. If there are more than six authors, list only the first
one and use et al. Also, every time a fact gets recorded on a note card, its source should be noted in the top
right corner. Title of YouTube video [Video file]. Ageing and Society, 30 1 ,  After typing the location, add a
colon, and continue with the name of the publisher. Although some self-report scales are validated within the
literature, there are still issues with the use of self-report questionnaires. International Journal of Consumer
Studies, 34 6 , â€” It is not necessary to include the entire name of the publisher. Last name of Editor Ed.
Introduction to the structural chemistry of zeolites.


